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By PET ER FINOCCHIARO

Conde Nast’s Women’s Wear Daily has lured nearly all of the world’s major luxury brands
into advertising or promotional partnerships as part of a multichannel blitz for the
publication’s 100th anniversary.

WWD has marked the event with a massive multichannel push that includes a
commemorative 100th anniversary edition of its  magazine saturated with luxury
advertising, as well as partnerships with Gilt Groupe, Bergdorf Goodman and a wide
range of prominent fashion designers.

“We went out into the marketplace with a program to support the 100th anniversary that was
radically different from anything the marketplace had seen Fairchild do before,” said Will
Schenck, chief revenue officer of Fairchild Fashion Group at Conde Nast, New York. “[The
100th anniversary] was a major moment in our industry, and one of those things where
towards the end many companies wanted to be a part of it and felt it was exciting.

“And time you can focus the energy and attention of the industry in one place, it’s  a great
opportunity,” he said.

WWD is part of Fairchild Fashion Group, a unit of  Conde Nast.
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The most expansive editorial component in the 100th anniversary issue is a “100
Remarkable Moments” feature that recounts the brand’s history.

The publication also includes sections with notable quotes, images and articles the
magazine has housed over the past 100 years.

Advertising blitz
The WWD 100 Years special edition issue released on newsstands on Nov. 1 and will run
for three months.

The cover shows a collage of notable public figures whose influence has defined the
magazine during its history. It folds out into a three-page spread, backed by a four-fold
Gucci ad on the inside.

Mr. Schenck said that WWD knew it wanted to do a three-fold cover, and sought out an
advertiser interesting in making a four-page ad to fill the inside space.

Gucci saw the proposition as an opportunity to make a statement about the Italian brands
own history, using an ad that conveyed its heritage with vintage photographs of early
Gucci work rooms.

Gucci ad
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Ralph Lauren followed Gucci’s fourfold ad with its own two-page spread that included the
copy, “Congratulations on 100 years — Ralph Lauren.”

Department store chain Nordstrom actually created a new advertisement for the issue, as
did Bloomingdales.

Bloomingdale’s ad

Saks Fifth Avenue devised creative that showed the different logos the brand has assumed
during WWD’s 100 years.

Louis Vuitton retrofitted creative from a recent ad campaign for the issue, as did Donna
Karan and Hugo Boss.

Other luxury advertisers who issued congratulations via ads in the issue included Ralph
Lauren, Salvatore Ferragamo, Estee Lauder, Diane von Furstenberg, Valentino, Michael
Kors, Marc Jacobs, Longchamp, Jimmy Choo, Tory Burch and Hermes, which occupied
the coveted back-cover.

Brands such as Chanel, Dior, Yves Saint Lauren, Dolce & Gabbana, Versace, Burberry,
Missoni and Bottega Veneta were also present.

In total, the issue had a nearly one-to-one ratio of editorial and advertising pages, totaling
around 150 sheets each, according to Mr. Schenck.
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Video walk-through  of the WWD 100 Years issue

Major partnerships
In addition to the special edition publication, WWD also released a hardcover titled
“WWD: 100 Years, 100 Designers.”

The brand teamed with Bergdorf Goodman to create three window displays promoting
the book in the retailer’s Fifth Avenue flagship location. The displays ran from Oct. 14
through Nov. 3.

Additionally, WWD teamed with 21 prominent designers, including Karl Lagerfeld, Donna
Karan, Calvin Klein and Oscar de la Renta, to host an online charity auction with one-of-a-
kind pieces.

The auction runs through 12 p.m. on Nov. 18 and can be found at
http://www.wwd.com/auction and http://www.charitybuzz.com/WWD.

All proceeds go to charities chosen by participating designers.

Furthermore, WWD partnered with Gilt Group for its Designers for WWD@100 initiative.

The project saw the two brands collaborate to produce and sell off limited-edition items
by 11 up-and-coming designers who re-imagined iconic looks from the past 100 years.

The pieces were offered on Gilt.com from Sept. 15 to 17.

An exhibition at New York’s Lincoln Center gave attendees a first-hand look at the items,
alongside an installation of notable images from the WWD archives, all of which was on
display from Sept. 14 to 16.
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The brands also launched a contest to find their brands’ most vocal ambassador, and
promoted the effort via print, online and social media channels.

Finally, the Fairchild flagship launched a mobile application called WWD Blast for the
iPhone and iPad, which includes free editorial content updated regularly.

The application is available for download in Apple’s App Store.

Mr. Schenck said the application was a marketing tactic rather than a tool meant to drive
business, although WWD plans to release mobile offerings more in line with the latter
goal in the future.

“[WWD’s 100th anniversary] was a great opportunity for marketers and a great opportunity
for people to be seen and noticed,” said Mr. Schenck. “It was one of those wonderful
situations where advertisers who took part in it and made special ads got a lot of attention
and shared mind.

“A lot of people have spent a lot of time reading [the issue], so that has been wonderful.”

Final Take

Peter Finocchiaro, editorial assistant at Luxury Daily, New York
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